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In the United States, the influence of the Fei family, although not talking about the 
highest,
But is definitely one of the most influential few families, to such a family,
The head of the FBI always has to ensure a 7×24 response, any situation will be fully
resolved.
So, Karl made a phone call and the other party immediately responded.
Matthew heard this, the whole person has completely collapsed,
Sitting on the ground bawling, a time triggered a lot of people’s curiosity and 
concern.
At this time, Matthew, inwardly felt like the end of the world,
Thinking back to ten minutes ago their own vigorous look,
But now immediately to be nothing or even go to jail, Matthew would like to die 
here.
Emily also sat down in despair to cover her face and cried,
She knew that Stella let the FBI intervene in this matter, Matthew in their hands,
They lost the value of cash, and they not only have to lose their jobs,
But also lost the last trump card to get rich, and they will become completely 
useless.
Stella did not want to entangle with these two at this time, so he said to Charlie:
“Master Wade, leave this to Master Yuan, let’s go inside and find a quiet place to sit
for a while what do you think?”
Charlie nodded slightly since Stella had already notified the FBI,
With the FBI’s ability, plus Stella’s influence, Matthew would not be able to escape 
the law,
So he did not bother to look at these two people,
So he looked at Karl and said politely, “Then it will be hard for Master Yuan.”
Karl bowed respectfully and said, “You’re welcome, Master Wade, this is all my 
duty.”
Stella explained to Karl: “Master Yuan, keep an eye on this Matthew and make sure 
to hand him over to the FBI yourself.”
Claire at this time looked at that Emily, wanted to say something,
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But hesitated for a while, and finally did not speak.
Charlie took Claire’s performance in his eyes and knew that she seemed to have 
compassion for Emily.
However, he saw that Claire finally did not say anything, so he also pretended that 
he did not see it.
The three arrived at the banquet hall, Stella instantly attracted the attention of 
countless people,
So the three simply found a corner where no one was temporarily seated.
After sitting down beside Charlie and Claire, Stella can not help but feels somewhat 
ashamed to say:
“Claire …… congratulations on the successful completion……”
“For the previous matter I am really sorry, I really had a lot of inconveniences to say 
I hope you can understand ……”
Claire’s heart, although there are some bumps on the matter of Stella using a false 
identity to befriend her,
But she is actually able to understand her.
Although she did not know what Stella had actually gone through,
She knew that this kind of luxurious noble family must also have many hardships 
that could not be told to outsiders.
She felt that although Stella used a false name at that time,
She had not done anything to hurt her, on the contrary,
She gave her orders for decoration and even helped her to get a place in the 
master class,
In the end, she owed her a lot of favors.
Therefore, Claire also said very politely at this time:
“Miss Fei, we are friends, you say so is too foreign,”
“Many things I am not clear about the reasons, but I understand.”
Hearing Claire say so, Stella’s expression instantly relaxed, and said,
“You are right, Claire! If you have time someday,”
“I will definitely have a good chat with you and tell you how it really happened in 
the first place ……”
Claire said with a smile, “I have time, a little while after the closing ceremony,”
“We two go to the hotel bar for a chat, let Charlie go back to the room.”



Stella nodded without thinking and smiled, “Okay! Then it’s a deal!”
Charlie saw that the two seemed to have cleared up their previous 
misunderstanding,
And he couldn’t help but feel a little relieved in his heart.
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